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Abstract
On the basis of the theoretical notions of discursive ambience and ambient 
discourse, this article examines the recent history of language and ethnicity in 
Banyuwangi in the far east of Java. Over the last three decades (with roots going 
back to the 1920s and earlier) a redefinition of the language and culture of the 
“autochthonous” inhabitants of Banyuwangi has been occurring. Their status and 
constitution have been changing from a variety of Javanese into an autonomous 
language and ethnicity, called, after the name given to the language or dialect, 
Osing. At the same time, an idyllic and heroic picture of the regional past is 
being constructed and maintained. Prominent among the factors and agencies 
involved in these two ongoing processes is popular media culture. The regency 
of Banyuwangi and especially its capital (also named Banyuwangi) are being 
cast – albeit sporadically and incidentally and sometimes controversially – as 
an Osing region. At the centre of this historical process, people publicly render 
themselves – also sporadically and temporarily – Banyuwanginese by listening 
to and especially by singing, in karaoke-style, a genre of pop music with Osing 
lyrics and musical characteristics perceived as local.
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The ways in which language and place are mutually related features 
prominently in a number of recent linguistic-anthropological studies.1 In her 
1 This article is based on fieldwork funded by the Netherlands Organization for Scientific 
Research (NWO) in the framework of the PIONIER programme Verbal Art in the Audio-Visual 
Media of Indonesia, 1996–2001, and the Indonesian Mediations project funded by the Royal 
Netherlands Academy of Arts and Sciences (KNAW), 2001–2005. I wrote the first version of 
the first half while a Fellow-in-Residence at the Netherlands Institute for Advanced Study in 
the Humanities and Social Sciences (NIAS), 2001/2002.
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